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Purpose: Quantification of optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) is
confounded by the prevalence of bulk motion. We have previously developed a
regression-based bulk motion subtraction (rb-BMS) algorithm that estimates bulk
motion velocity and corrects for its effect on flow signal. Here, we aim to investigate
its ability to improve the reliability of capillary density (CD) quantification.

Methods: Two spectral-domain systems (70-kHz Avanti/AngioVue and 68-kHz Cirrus/
AngioPlex) acquired 6 3 6-mm OCTA scans. The rb-BMS algorithm was applied on
each OCTA volume. Regression analysis of angiographic versus reflectance signal of
avascular A-lines in B-frames was used to set an optimized reflectance-adjusted
threshold for discriminating vascular versus nonvascular voxels. The CD was calculated
from en face maximum projections of the superficial vascular complex in macular
scans and the nerve fiber layer plexus in disc scans, excluding large vessels. The retinal
signal strength (RSS) was calculated by averaging the logarithmic-scale OCT
reflectance signal, and its correlation with CD was investigated.

Results: Eight healthy eyes were scanned with each instrument on 2 separate days.
The rb-BMS algorithm improved within-visit repeatability and between-visit repro-
ducibility of CD compared with a global-threshold measurement algorithm. Using the
rb-BMS algorithm, the CD results were less affected by RSS and the population
variation was reduced. Motion-induced line artifacts were also reduced.

Conclusions: The rb-BMS algorithm improved the reliability of perfusion quantifica-
tion in OCTA on both Food and Drug Administration–cleared spectral-domain OCTA
systems.

Translational Relevance: The rb-BMS method helped reduce the inter-scan
variability by generating accurate vessel maps, improving the reliability of retinal
perfusion quantification.

Introduction

Optical coherence tomography angiography (OC-
TA)1–4 is a useful clinical tool for the early diagnosis
and progress evaluation of diseases that affect ocular
circulation. Based on the variation of OCT signal
between scans at the same location, OCTA algorithms
can provide depth-resolved information about micro-
vascular anomalies without exogenous contrast
agents. To date, commercial OCTA systems have
been successful in visualizing retinal flow (or lack

thereof) but have found challenging to deliver reliable
quantification of the microvascular density, owing to
the prevalence of artifacts and the strong dependence
on reflectance signal strength.

Motion artifacts appear in OCTA images because
of eye motion in the time it takes the OCT system to
complete two consecutive B-scans. Consequently,
nonvascular tissues can acquire flow signal, making
them difficult to differentiate from blood vessels. The
flow signal in vascular tissue can be boosted, making
measurement of velocity or flow index inaccurate. In
the event of rapid microsaccadic motion (rapid
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repositioning during fixation), the bulk tissue motion
overwhelms capillary flow signal and the entire
OCTA B-frame (bright white line artifact on en face
OCTA) must be discarded and replaced using real-
time tracking or postprocessing registration with a
redundant volume. But in most of the OCTA volume
there is contribution to flow signal from slower bulk
motion due to drift, pulsation, or tremors. These need
to be subtracted so that the clean signal from blood
flow can be retrieved.

We have recently proposed a fully automated
method that separates vascular from nonvascular
voxels, and removes the contribution of bulk motion
from flow signal in vascular voxels.5 Our novel
algorithm is based on two insights. One is that the
decorrelation signal due to bulk motion is dependent
on both bulk motion velocity and reflectance signal
amplitude, therefore, the velocity could be recovered
by regression analysis. Two is that because velocity
and decorrelation signals are nonlinearly related,
subtraction of bulk motion should be done after the
nonlinear conversion of decorrelation to velocity. In
the first report of this regression-based bulk-motion
subtraction (rb-BMS) algorithm,5 we demonstrated
improved visualization and reduced vessel density
variability compared with another algorithm that
simply subtracted the median decorrelation value (a
simplistic estimate of bulk motion signal) within
retinal slab. In this paper, we investigate whether
the rb-BMS algorithm can improve the reliability of
perfusion quantification in commercial OCTA sys-
tems by reducing the interscan variability of capillary
density as well as its dependence on retinal signal
strength (RSS). Additionally, we compare the preva-
lence of bulk motion artifacts before and after
applying the regression-based subtraction scheme.
Finally, we investigate the efficiency of the algorithm
in suppressing bulk motion noise on OCTA of healthy
and diabetic retinopathy subjects as well as preserving
vascular integrity.

Methods

Study Population

Healthy volunteers were recruited at the Casey Eye
Institute at the Oregon Health & Science University
(OHSU). The protocol was approved by the institu-
tional review board/Ethics Committee of OHSU and
the research adhered to the tenants of the Declaration
of Helsinki.

Data Acquisition

Participants were imaged with the following two
commercial spectral-domain OCT/OCTA systems:
the Avanti-AngioVue (Optovue, Inc. Fremont, CA)
and the Cirrus-AngioPlex (Zeiss Medical Technology,
Dublin, CA). Both systems operate at a central
wavelength of 840 nm, respective bandwidths of 45
and 50 nm and respective A-scan rates of 70 and 68
kHz.

Scans covered an area of 6 3 6 mm2 and were
either centered at the fovea or the optic disc. For the
AngioVue, each dataset consisted of two scans
acquired at orthogonal scanning directions (horizon-
tal priority and vertical priority). A volume consisted
of two repeated B-scans at 400 locations (800 B-scans
total) with each B-scan consisting of 400 A-scans.
Acquisition of frames affected by microsaccadic
artifacts and blinking were minimized by real-time
eye tracking based on an infrared (IR) fundus
camera.6 Structural and angiography data were
acquired simultaneously on each volumetric scan.
Blood flow was detected with the split-spectrum
amplitude decorrelation angiography (SSADA) algo-
rithm, which computes the decorrelation between
consecutive B-scans at the same position.7 OCT
structural images were generated by averaging the
two repeated B-scans. In addition, the two scans were
registered and merged into a third volume by
Optovue’s Motion Correction Technology (MCT)8

and processed by the Angioanalytics software (Opto-
vue, Inc.).

For the AngioPlex, the volumetric scan has
horizontal priority. Its FastTrac real-time tracking
technology reduced microsaccadic artifacts. Four
repeated B-scans were acquired at each of 350 lateral
positions. Each B-scan comprised 350 A-lines. The
optical microangiography (OMAG) algorithm gener-
ated flow signal by comparing the repeated B-scans.9

Data Processing

A directional graph search method developed by
Zhang et al.10 was used to segment the retinal layers
comprising the superficial vascular complex (SVC),
the inner retina as well as the Bruch’s membrane. The
SVC slab was defined as the superficial 80% of the
ganglion cell complex (GCC),11 the inner retinal slab
was defined between the inner limiting membrane
(ILM) and the outer boundary of the outer plexiform
layer (OPL) and the retinal slab was defined between
ILM and the Bruch’s membrane.

Our rb-BMS software was applied directly to
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AngioPlex scans because there is no registration of
multiple scans involved. For Avanti/AngioVue scans
it was applied separately to the horizontal and vertical
priority scans upstream of the MCT volume merge.
Briefly, the rb-BMS algorithm estimates the bulk
motion velocity by linear regression analysis of
decorrelation versus reflectance in preliminarily iden-
tified nonvascular voxels in each B-frame (Fig. 1).5

The regression analysis yields a reflectance-adjusted
range for bulk-motion–related decorrelation value;
voxels within this range are identified as nonvascular
and their flow signal values were set to zero. Voxels
with decorrelation values above the bulk-motion
threshold were identified as vascular voxels. For
vascular voxels, the bulk motion velocity is subtracted
using a nonlinear model that relates decorrelation
(flow) signal to erythrocyte velocity. The model was
calibrated using a laboratory phantom that used ex
vivo human blood flowing through a microfluidic
chip.12,13

In order to perform regression analysis of bulk
motion, we first identified the A-lines devoid of blood
flow. In our previous report, we chose A-lines with
the lowest 10 percentile of maximum projected flow
signal. In this paper, we used a refined version of the
rb-BMS algorithm that iteratively identified the
nonvascular A-lines. The first iteration is the same
as the previous version. But in subsequent iterations,
the nonvascular A-lines were identified as those
without any vascular voxels within the inner retina
in the previous iteration. The iterations yield gradu-
ally increasing thresholds for vascular voxel identifi-
cation and lower inner-retinal capillary density that
eventually converges to a stable value (Fig. 2). This
iterative refinement optimizes the data available for
regression analysis and does not assume that all B-
frames have similar number of nonvascular A-lines.
Because we observed near convergence by the third
iteration, for the remainder of the paper only three
iterations are used for the rb-BMS algorithm. Data
were processed using Matlab 2017a release (Math-
works, Natick, MA).

Capillary Density Quantification

We calculated the capillary density as the percent-
age of vascular voxels on en face projection angio-
grams, excluding large vessels. The positions of large
vessels were detected using their large decorrelation
values in the OCTA data and the shadows projected
onto the outer retina in the reflectance OCT data.5

The 0.6-mm diameter central circle was excluded on
macular scans to reduce variation due to the size of
the foveal avascular zone (FAZ). A 2-mm diameter
circle centered (manually centered) on the disc was
excluded on disc scans for the evaluation of peripap-
illary retinal capillary density.

Capillary density was calculated from binarized
maps of en face OCTA of the nerve fiber layer plexus
in disc scans and the SVC in macular scans. The rb-
BMS algorithm achieves binary classification of vascu-
lar versus nonvascular voxels using the reflectance-
adjusted threshold in each B-frame. For comparison,
binarization was also generated by a global thresholding
method. On AngioVue scans, the global threshold was
applied on both the original horizontal and vertical
priority scans before any bulk motion processing and
also after AngioVue’s proprietary processing. The
thresholds selected were such that the mean capillary
density of the population was the same from all
quantification methods (P . 0.05). The capillary density
repeatability was evaluated on healthy subjects by the
pooled standard deviation of two scans in the same visit
for AngioPlex and between a horizontal and a
consecutive vertical priority acquisition for AngioVue.
The reproducibility was evaluated by the pooled
standard deviation between scans corresponding to
visits separated by 1 week. To calculate the variability
of the capillary density among all subjects, the capillary
density of scans corresponding to the same subject were
averaged and the standard deviation of the population
was found. Finally, the capillary density dependence on
scan quality was evaluated by assessing its correlation to
a RSS, defined as the mean OCT reflectance value
within the retinal slab.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the regression-based bulk motion subtraction algorithm. R, reflectance; D, decorrelation; BM, bulk motion; VD,
vessel density.
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Image Quality Assessment

Vessel continuity was calculated to assess the
extent to which the rb-BMS algorithms disrupted
the connectivity of capillary pixels by misclassifying
vascular pixels as nonvascular. We generated skele-
tonized versions of en face angiograms and calculated
the percentage of voxels contained in connected
groups with more than five voxels.

We also defined a motion prevalence metric to
compare the predominance of artifacts before and
after processing. Voxels at the coordinates of large
vessels were first set to zero. Then, a high-pass filter
was applied along the slow scanning axis. The inner-
retinal vascular map was filtered (F) and averaged
along the fast scanning axis as in Equation 1:

BMFrame ¼
1

width

X

fast
axis

F ð1Þ

where width is 350 for AngioPlex and 400 for
AngioVue. Those frames for which the quantity
BMFrame in Equation 1 was larger than two standard

deviations above the volume’s mean value were
considered artefactual and their percentage was a
measure of motion prevalence.

The paired t-test was used to compare the means of
parameters.

Results

Eight healthy subjects (29 6 4-years old) were
imaged by both commercial systems. At least two
images of the macula and optic disc were acquired on
the first visit and one image on the second visit for
each system. No images were discarded. We first
compared the qualitative improvement of the bulk
motion subtraction by rb-BMS compared with the
median subtraction algorithm in Zeiss AngioPlex and
AngioVue. The rb-BMS method was better at
removing the spurious signal caused by bulk motion,
whereas preserving capillary signal in the binary
masks of macular (Fig. 3) and optic disc scans (Fig.
4) for both OCTA instruments. In addition, the
correlation between capillary density and RSS was

Figure 2. Breakdown of the rationale behind the selection of the avascular A-lines providing the reflectance and decorrelation data of
background voxels for regression analysis. A horizontal priority scan acquired by Avanti/AngioVue corresponding to a diabetic
retinopathy patient is shown. (A) Before processing, the en face angiogram of the inner retinal slab is generated by maximum projection
of decorrelation values. Initially, the proportion of A-lines that do not contain vascular voxels is unknown. The proportion of
microvascular A-lines (excluding large vessels) is initialized for all frames at 0.9 and the A-lines within the lowest 10 percentile of
decorrelation values of the frame are selected to deliver the voxels used for regression analysis. After the bulk motion subtraction
algorithm is run once, the microvascular A-lines are updated and the software runs again. Subtraction of the bulk motion artifacts is
successful (B) without removing true capillaries because the capillary density (found as the percentage of microvascular pixels) converges
to a certain value (C). Three iterations were sufficient for a successful implementation. The proportion of microvascular A-lines per frame
at the last iteration (D) was in good agreement with qualitative observations in (B).
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reduced for both macular and disc scans on both
OCTA systems (Figs. 5, 6), indicating a reduced
dependency of vascular thresholding on reflectance
when the rb-BMS method is applied.

The repeatability and reproducibility of the capil-
lary density of macular scans was improved by rb-
BMS in the AngioVue instrument with respect to
global thresholding and median subtraction (Tables 1,
2). For AngioPlex images the intervisit reproducibility
of macular CD was also improved (P , 0.05) but the

improvement in intravisit repeatability was not
statistically significant (Tables 2, 3). The improve-
ment in repeatability and reproducibility of retinal
never fiber layer CD of disc scans was not statistically
significant in either instrument (P . 0.1) (Table 2).

The motion prevalence metric was consistently
lower after rb-BMS with respect to global thresh-
olding on original and median subtraction images for
macular and optic disc in both instruments (Tables 1–
3). The lowest CD variability corresponded to the rb-

Figure 3. Comparison of vascular maps of the superficial vascular complex en face projection of a representative horizontal priority scan
of a healthy subject generated by thresholding the original scan without bulk motion subtraction (BMS), median subtraction and the
regression-based BMS algorithm. Scans acquired by both commercial systems used in this study are represented. Segmentation of the
image corresponding to Optovue’s BMS method is different because it was done on a different file, generated by RTVue software.

Table 1. Comparison of Quantitative Metrics Evaluating the Reliability of Three Methods Generating Macular
Superficial Vascular Complex Maps

Motion
Prevalence

Vessel
Connectivity

CD
Repeatability

CD
Reproducibility

Standard Deviation
of Population

AngioPlex
Global Th 1.1% 70.1% 1.8% 3.1% 3.9%
MS 0.6% 62.6% 2.0% 2.9% 3.5%
rb-BMS 0.4% 70.5% 1.1% 1.9% 3.9%

AngioVue
Global Th 1.6% 64.7% 3.2% 2.3% 4.6%
MS 1.6% 68.2% 3.1% 2.6% 4.9%
rb-BMS 0.8% 65.0% 1.3% 1.2% 1.8%

Th, global thresholding; MS, global thresholding after median subtraction.
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BMS method in all cases except macular images

acquired by AngioPlex. The difference in vascular

connectivity after the subtraction of bulk motion was

not statistically significant (P . 0.05), indicating that

the vascular network integrity was not particularly

affected by rb-BMS.

The output of the AngioVue instrument is neither

the horizontal or vertical priority scan, but an image

that has undergone proprietary bulk-motion subtrac-

tion and further orthogonal registration and merging

by MCT. Therefore, it is interesting to also compare

the CD reproducibility and dependency on signal

quality of the images processed by rb-BMS after

MCT, with the values reported by Optovue’s

AngioAnalytics software (not available for 6 3 6-

mm HD disc scans). Here, the dependency on signal

Figure 4. Comparison of vascular maps of the nerve fiber layer plexus en face projection of a representative scan of a healthy subject
generated by thresholding the original scan without BMS, median subtraction, and the regression-based BMS algorithm. Scans acquired
by both commercial systems used in this study are represented. Segmentation of the image corresponding to Optovue’s BMS method is
different because it was done on a different file, generated by RTVue software.

Table 2. Statistical Significance (P Values) of the Performance Improvement Achieved by the Rb-BMS
Performance Over Global Thresholding of the Original and MS OCTA

AngioPlex Macula AngioPlex Disc AngioVue Macula AngioVue Disc

CD repeatability (standard deviation)
MS , original 0.59 0.82 0.29 0.24
rb-BMS , original 0.28 0.2 ,0.01 0.17
rb-BMS , MS 0.20 0.70 ,0.05 0.75

CD reproducibility (standard deviation)
MS , original 0.88 0.96 0.93 0.41
rb-BMS , Original ,0.05 0.22 ,0.05 0.34
rb-BMS , MS ,0.05 0.19 ,0.05 0.62

Prevalence of motion artifacts
MS , original ,0.01 ,0.05 .0.05 ,0.01
rb-BMS , original ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01
rb-BMS , MS ,0.05 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.05
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quality was reduced for the rb-BMS data (R¼ 0.12, P

¼ 0.47 for rb-BMS versus R ¼ 0.86, P , 0.01 for

AngioAnalytics), considering AngioAnalytics’ signal

strength index (SSI) native to this software as a

measure of scan quality. The reproducibility of the

horizontal/vertical priority scans processed by rb-

BMS was not significantly improved (standard

deviation 2.6% for AngioAnalytics versus 1.1% for

rb-BMS, P ¼ 0.1). However, CD quantification of

scans merged by MCT after rb-BMS software had to

be performed applying a global threshold, because
images produced by our software could not be
processed in AngioAnalytics.

Discussion

By applying the rb-BMS algorithm we have
successfully reduced the prevalence of motion arti-
facts and, in consequence, the variability of CD
quantification. In addition, we reduced the depen-

Figure 5. Correlation between CD and retinal signal strength is reduced by the rb-BMS algorithm on 28 macular (A–C) and disc (D–F)
scans of healthy subjects acquired by the Avanti/AngioVue instrument. In macular scans, correlation between CD and signal strength
changed from R¼ 0.58, P , 0.01 in the original image without BMS (A), to R¼ 0.79, P , 0.01 in the image processed by AngioVue’s BMS
(B), to R¼0.12, P¼0.47 in the image processed by rb-BMS (C). FAZ and large vessels are excluded. On disc scans, the correlation changed
from R¼0.39, P¼0.04 in the original image without BMS (D), to R¼0.42, P¼0.03 in the image processed by AngioVue’s BMS method (E),
to R¼�0.24, P¼ 0.22 in the image processed rb-BMS (F). Analytic zone is 4 3 4 mm, excluding the large vessels and a circle of 2-mm
diameter centered at the disc.
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dence of CD quantification on signal strength for disc
and macular scans as well as improved the intervisit
reproducibility on macular scans. The interscan
variability of previous perfusion quantification meth-
ods is caused by a strong dependence of thresholding
methods on the OCT reflectance of pixels and the
prevalence of motion artifacts. Because background
flow signal is larger in higher-reflectance pixels, global
thresholding schemes usually misclassify background
pixels to the vascular map, overestimating the actual
CD. Also, because motion artifacts are unpredictable
and cause the pixels in entire B-scans to be

misclassified to the vascular map, they cause larger
variability in the CD calculated from scans of the
same eye. The rb-BMS method alleviates both
disadvantages of the global thresholding scheme.

Commercial systems already implement hardware
and software techniques to reduce these bulk motion
artifacts. The recording of microsaccades and blinks
can be prevented by tracking-assisted scanning6 and
the disjunction between consecutive frames during
microsaccades can be corrected by volumetric regis-
tration of multiple scans.8 However, tracking systems
must be compromised in the severity of artifacts

Figure 6. Correlation between CD and retinal signal strength is reduced by the rb-BMS algorithm on 24 macular (A, B) and disc (C, D)
scans of healthy subjects acquired by the Cirrus/AngioPlex instrument. In macular scans, correlation between CD and signal strength
changed from R¼ 0.58, P , 0.01 in the original image without BMS (A), to R¼�0.36, P¼ 0.08 in the image processed by rb-BMS (B). FAZ
and large vessels are excluded. On disc scans, the correlation changed from R¼0.52, P¼0.01 in the original image without BMS (C) to R¼
0.36, P¼ 0.09 in the image processed by rb-BMS (F). Analytic zone is 4 3 4 mm, excluding the large vessels and a circle of 2-mm diameter
centered at the disc.

Table 3. Comparison of Quantitative Metrics Evaluating the Reliability of Three Methods Generating
Peripapillary Nerve Fiber Layer Plexus Vascular Maps

Motion
Prevalence

Vessel
Connectivity

CD
Repeatability

CD
Reproducibility

Standard Deviation
of Population

AngioPlex
Global Th 1.4% 71.7% 2.0% 3.1% 4.9%
MS 0.6% 66.9% 2.0% 2.9% 3.0%
rb-BMS 0.3% 67.0% 1.2% 1.9% 2.5%

AngioVue
Global Th 1.4% 66.9% 2.7% 3.1% 3.7%
MS 1.0% 73.7% 2.4% 2.3% 4.7%
rb-BMS 0.8% 69.0% 2.2% 1.9% 3.1%
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detected, allowing small bulk motion to be recorded
in order to complete scans successfully within a
reasonable time. Moreover, tracking is difficult in
regions absent of distinguishable features, such as in
the peripheral retina, which have gained popularity
for ultrawide-field OCTA imaging.14–16 In conse-
quence, small bulk motion is unavoidable in OCTA
acquisition and must be reduced by postprocessing.

The traditional way to further reduce the bulk-
motion contribution to flow signal by software is to
subtract the median value of flow signal within retinal
tissue in each B-frame.17 However, a limitation of the
median subtraction algorithm is that it does not solve
the question of what threshold should we apply to
generate a vascular map. Previously, the generation of
the vascular maps used for quantification of perfusion
has largely relied on global thresholding schemes.
This approach is inadequate for microvascular
quantification because it is highly dependent on the
scan quality. Adaptive local thresholding based on
regional signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) has been used as
alternative to homogenize the vascular map in regions
with low SNR.18 However, the thresholds imposed
are subjective and might artificially misclassify noise
pixels into the vascular map.

We had previously reported a method that could
already compensate the dependence of perfusion
quantification on tissue reflectance and generate more
accurate vascular maps of the en face image.19 The
approach we report here is superior to the previous
alternatives in the following two aspects: it generates
reflectance-adjusted vascular maps in three dimen-
sions and reduces significantly the contribution of
motion artifacts to microvascular density. Because
this algorithm is applied on the whole OCTA volume,
using it together with projection-resolved OCTA
could be helpful in diseases that affect the perfusion
of the deep capillary plexus, such as diabetic
retinopathy and inherited retinal degeneration.

Besides thresholding, other methods for the
generation of vascular maps and quantification of
the vessel density have been proposed in the literature,
such as application of vascular filters20–22 and fractal
analysis.23,24 Although these solutions were developed
expressly to relieve the issues with global thresholding
schemes, careful inspection of their binarized maps
shows that they are also prone to signal loss in regions
with lower SNR,21 they alter the microvascular
caliber20 and could even artificially connect flow
voids between distinct vasculature. It is also worth
noting that these filters are increasingly difficult to
implement with accuracy in larger field-of-view

images due to the reduced sampling density. Con-
versely, the vascular maps obtained by the rb-BMS
algorithm not only provided repeatable capillary
density, but also resembled the expected qualitative
appearance of the capillary network.

The perfusion metric reported in this study was the
capillary density rather than vessel density, for which
we have excluded large arteries and veins in both disc
and macular scans by a method reported previously in
reference.5 The capillary density is a measure of
microvascular perfusion and should be more sensitive
to small microvascular changes in the early stages of
retinal diseases. As faster OCTA systems begin to
allow imaging of larger regions of interest,25 excluding
the contribution of large vessel pixels from the
quantification of vascular density seems more suitable
to detect early microvascular dropout26,27 in the
peripheral retina.

A potential clinical application for improving
quantification of OCTA metrics by the rb-BMS
method is the cleanup of ischemic areas in diabetic
retinopathy.28 Algorithms that quantify the extent of
microvascular damage rely on the generation of
binarized vascular maps29 and suffer from the same
disadvantages of conventional thresholding schemes
discussed above. Application of the rb- BMS algo-
rithm in a diabetic retinopathy case showed good
cleanup of capillary dropout areas (Figs. 1A, 1B) and
hence, impaired capillary perfusion was better appre-
ciated.

In summary, OCTA postprocessed by the rb-BMS
algorithm can remove motion artifacts better than the
median subtraction algorithm in currently Food and
Drug Administration–approved commercial OCTA
systems, AngioVue and AngioPlex, which used two
different OCTA algorithms. Consequently, variability
in the quantification of vascular density caused by
random prevalence of motion in the healthy popula-
tion was reduced. Moreover, the dependency of
quantification on signal strength was significantly
reduced by rb-BMS. Finally, because this is a voxel-
wise, three-dimensional scheme, it has potential to be
applied in tandem with projection-resolved OCTA for
quantification of the in situ vascular density of the
intermediate and deep capillary plexuses as well as the
choriocapillaris.
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